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DESCRIPTION: 
MOC®�s Aluminum Cleaner and Brightener #4573 is a highly dilutable clear liquid, acid 
cleaner.  It quickly and effectively removes oxidation, stains, rust and corrosion on 
aluminum (without a clearcoat and chrome). 
Caution: contains high concentration of three acids, including hydrofluoric acid. 
 
 
OUTSTANDING FEATURES: 

•  MOC®�s Aluminum Cleaner and Brightener was designed to clean and brighten 
spokes, wire wheels, hubcaps, and any other bare aluminum or chrome surface which 
is subject to corrosion and oxidation. 

•  It also does an excellent job when used to brighten truck trailers, building panels, 
buses and even cuts accumulated brake dust from rims. 

•  To obtain maximum results, follow all directions and cautions carefully. 
 
 
APPLICATION: 
This is a strong product and may not be compatible with some surfaces.  Test first in an 
inconspicuous area before use.  Surface to be cleaned should be out of direct sunlight and 
cool to the touch.  Dilute 1 part Aluminum Cleaner and Brightener with up to 10 parts of 
water.  Mix this solution in a polyethylene, or plastic container since continued contact with 
metallic containers will cause corrosion.  Brush, or spray the solution on the area to be 
cleaned, working from the bottom up. Allow it to react for 1-2 minutes, then rinse thoroughly.  
(Do not allow product to dry on surface.)  For extreme cases, a stronger solution, or a second 
application, may be necessary. 
 
 
COMPETES WELL AGAINST: 
1. CAR BRITE: Mag-Alum Brightener  
2. PRODUCTION: Foaming Aluminum Bright  
3. ARDEX: Attack #6230  
4. NEW AMERICAN: Wheel Brightener  

 
 
PACKAGING: 

45733 = 1 GAL 4 = CASE WT = 42 LBS 
45735 = 5 GAL 1 = CASE WT = 49 LBS 
45736 = 55 GAL 1 = CASE WT = 550 LBS 
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